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ABSTRACT

Content warning: this Article discusses police brutality.

The relationship between race, law, and policing is one that has been analyzed by many scholars throughout U.S. history. The vast majority of research about police has highlighted policing in relation to groups they police, focusing on areas such as policing practices, policies, or involvement in the racialization of minority groups. This scholarship has far outpaced research on actions taken by law enforcement on behalf of law enforcement—specifically, how law enforcement engages in racialization out of self-interest. A better understanding of the ways in which law enforcement engages in racialization that is not just limited to other groups would provide a new way for understanding race, law, and policing. In addition, such an understanding would provide the appropriate context for policies and laws birthed out of the police racialization process.

In this Article, I explore the racialization process of police by police (“blue racing”) in the context of hate crime legislation. I argue that the passage of hate crime legislation that included law enforcement, which I will refer to as “blue lives matter bills,” was not the result of increased violence or threats to officer safety, despite the rationale offered by the bills’ proponents. Instead, utilizing both Zakiya Luna’s “racial framing” and Michael Omi and Howard Winant’s “racial project” concepts, I argue that including law enforcement as a protected category within hate crime statutes was part of a racial project, engaged in by the countermovement blue lives matter, to prevent and criminalize protests that called attention to law enforcement abuse. Essential to this racial project was the blue racing of police. In this way, blue lives matter bill proponents used racial framing to legitimize their claims of alleged oppression. This legitimization gave both the blue lives matter bill proponents and legislatures the cover to punish and reprimand protestors of law enforcement brutality.

* J.D. University of California-Irvine, School of Law, 2019; Doctoral Student, University of Chicago Department of Sociology. First and foremost, I’d like to thank Robert Vargas for his many helpful comments and support through multiple revisions and reworkings of this work. I’d like to thank Kaaryn Gustafson for encouraging me through this project when it was simply a jumble of disconnected ideas. Thank you to Rafael Gely, Eve Ewing, Geoffrey Wodtke, Scott Brooks, Rene Flores, Kareem Ferguson, and Swethaa Ballakrishnhen for their many helpful thoughts on various versions of this project. A special thank you to Liz Chavez, Luke Cianciotto, Reyna Hernandez, Jennifer Etienne, Priyanjali Mitra, and Siyanda Mohutsiwa for their loving support of this project, thoughtful comments/edits, and encouragement of me during the writing process. Thank you to Michele Goodwin and Song L. Richardson for their thoughtful input and expertise shared on the project. Lastly, thank you to all those who I may have forgotten that contributed to making this piece possible. Please charge it to my mind and not my heart. Last but certainly not least, all of the editors and folx at the University of Michigan Journal of Law Reform who helped make this piece possible.
INTRODUCTION

When one reflects on the 2010s, it will be hard to make the case that the visibility of police killings and the racial discourse surrounding policing was not a defining characteristic of the decade. The unarmed murders of Trayvon Martin, Michael Brown, Laquan McDonald, Alton Sterling, Freddie Gray, Eric Garner, Tanisha Anderson, Rekia Boyd, and Sandra Bland sparked protests and social discourse that spanned the decade. The 2020s are shaping up to be no different, as the recent high-profile shootings of Tony McDade, Jacob Blake, Adam Toledo, Breonna Taylor, Daunte Wright, and George Floyd have once again propelled law enforcement into the national spotlight.

Throughout U.S. history, many scholars have analyzed the relationship between race, law, and policing. The vast majority of research about policing has highlighted its relation to groups they police, focusing largely on practices, policies, or involvement in the racialization of minority groups. This scholarship has far outpaced research on self-serving actions by law enforcement—specifically, its self-interested racialization. A better grasp on the ways in which law enforcement racializes itself would provide a new lens for understanding race, law, and policing. Additionally, such an
understanding would provide the appropriate context for policies and laws that are birthed out of police racialization.

To grasp how law enforcement uses racial categorization, I explore the racializing of police by police ("blue racing") in the context of hate crime legislation. I argue that the passage of hate crime legislation that includes law enforcement, which I will refer to as “blue lives matter bills,” was not the result of increased violence or threats to officer safety, despite the rationale put forth by bill proponents. Instead, utilizing both Zakiya Luna’s “racial framing” and Michael Omi and Howard Winant’s “racial project” concepts, I argue that the inclusion of law enforcement as a protected category within hate crime statutes was a part of a racial project, engaged in by the “blue lives matter” countermovement, to prevent and criminalize protests that called attention to law enforcement abuse. Essential to this racial project was the blue racing of police. In this way, blue lives matter bill proponents used racial framing as a way to legitimize their claims of alleged oppression. This legitimization gave both the blue lives matter movement and legislatures the authority to punish and reprimand protestors under the guise of justice.

Blue lives matter bill proponents accomplished this maneuver by engaging in a racial project that framed law enforcement as racialized victims of oppression, in contrast to the Black Lives Matter movement and victims of police brutality. In essence, by using racial framing, proponents of blue lives matter bills could claim that they were protecting an oppressed group, rather than punishing or retaliating against protestors of police brutality. Racialization proved vital for blue lives matter bill proponents in achieving additional protections for policing, while also legally restricting the ability to mobilize against police.

“Blue racing” describes the process by which blue lives matter bill proponents racialized police officers to pass hate crime legislation. To be clear, I am not suggesting that law enforcement or blue lives matter bill proponents successfully created or intended to create a long-term racial identity. Instead, I argue that blue lives matter bill proponents engaged in a process of racialization that ultimately led to the passage of blue lives matter bills. By better understanding this process, we can better understand how law enforcement engages in racialization and racial projects. In this particular context, we can also recognize the limits of hate crime legislation.

I also suggest that scholars explore more nontraditional contexts where racialization might occur. Looking in traditional places limits our understanding of how racialization is arising and, more importantly, fails to adequately capture how police racialization garners legal protections at the expense of communities of color.
I first begin by providing overviews of the relationship between policing, law, and racialization. Afterwards, I provide context for hate crime laws. Next, I describe the methodology used for this research. I then present findings on blue racing. This Section of the Article not only describes blue racing, but also analyzes the claims made by blue lives matter bill proponents. The latter is crucial to understanding the true intention behind the push for police to be included in hate crime legislation. Lastly, I conclude by discussing the implications for blue racing and what can be learned from policing engagement in racialization.

I. RACIAL PROJECTS: RACIALIZATION, POLICING, AND THE LAW

To help explain the racial project engaged in by blue lives matter bill proponents, I use sociologists Omi and Winant’s and fellow race scholar Michael L. Walker’s concept of “racial project.”¹ Racial projects “are attempts to create meaning structures around racial categories and simultaneously organize resources according to those categories.”² I also draw heavily upon sociologist Zakiya Luna’s concept of racial framing, which “involves the purposeful deploying of race and racial arguments in framing processes.”³ Racial framing includes multiple stages, such as recruiting, explaining why an issue matters, and describing of the community affected by the issue.⁴ In this way, racial formation can be viewed as the product of a racial project, and racial frames can best be understood as the ideology or arguments used in support of a racial project.

Common scholarship in the area of racialization and the law tends to focus on the process by which groups within the United States have engaged in racial projects to help create new racial categories.⁵ Sociologists G. Cristina Mora and Dina Okamato and law professor Laura Gomez detail how the categories of latine⁶ and hispanic⁷

² Walker, supra note 1, at 1053.
⁴ Id.
⁶ Currently there is riveting debate about whether to use latinx or latine to describe a gender-neutral identity. To be clear, both do. However, within the debate there has been concern raised that the “x” in latinx doesn’t gel well with traditional Spanish syntax like the “e” does in
emerged after much political mobilization from both state and community activists seeking racial recognition from the U.S. government as underrepresented, oppressed minorities in wake of the Civil Rights Movement. Mora and Okamoto help extend this logic to the asian racial category as well. Though various community actors actively advocated and engaged in racialization projects for the creation of racial categories such as latine, hispanic, and asian, it is crucial to understand that such proponents embarked on racialization projects out of necessity. In the absence of advocating for racialization, individuals now recognized as latine, hispanic, and asian ran the risk of being rendered invisible by the U.S. government’s system of allocating resources based on race.

Of particular importance to this project is the research depicting how police engage in racialization. Scholarship in this area has focused primarily on actions taken by law enforcement that contribute to the racialization of other groups. Tremendous research has shown the myriad ways in which law enforcement engages in discriminatory policing practices in minority communities throughout the United States. These practices include illegal chokeholds, disproportionate drug enforcement arrests, stops and frisks, and vagrancy law enforcement, amongst others. Far from coincidental, the discriminatory nature of policing is intentional. As sociologist Julian Go notes, many of the methods and police practices that shape policing today are the direct result of police officials’ efforts to “manage

latine. As such, I have made the deliberate choice to use latin(e) as a descriptor throughout this Article to be as inclusive as possible. For more in-depth insight into this debate, see Catalina (Kathleen) M. de Onís, What’s in an “x”?: An Exchange About the Politics of “Latinx,” 1 Chiricú J.: Latina/o Literatures, Arts & Cultures 78, 86–87 (2017).

7. I have made the deliberate political choice to place in lower case all references to race and ethnicities. I have purposely decided to break the spelling convention surrounding race and ethnicity throughout as a constant reminder of the social construction of race and ethnicity. Furthermore, this political move reinforces the fact that there is in fact no proper way to “do” race.

8. See Gomez, supra note 5; Mora & Okamoto, supra note 5.

9. See Mora & Okamoto, supra note 5.


perceived threats to social order from racialized minority populations”
during the twentieth century.  

Scholar Ian F. Haney López emphasizes that the state has always
played an active role in constructing race and that, in essence, serves as
a mechanism to reflect and solidify racial prejudice. Furthermore,
scholars note that the state engages in racialization projects that create
and reproduce race through law and policy. Historian Khalil Muhammad’s work reminds us that law enforcement has always been vital
to the racialization of criminality and specifically to the association
of blackness with criminality. Sociologists Karen Fields and Barbara
Fields refer to the conflation of criminality and blackness as “racecraft,”
whereby law enforcement practices help ascribe racial boundaries and
meanings onto groups. The state in this sense does not just reflect
society, but actively creates and reproduces racial categories,
oftentimes using law enforcement to enforce its racialization
schemes.

Racialization can occur through law enforcement, creating
racialized space and restricting movement outside that space for a
particular racialized community. Prominent policing scholar Nikki
Jones highlights how within poor, hyper-policed communities, routine
law enforcement encounters follow a particularized set of race-
dependent codes. Police harassment and contact become so
commonplace in hyper-policed communities of color that residents
begin to conform to a certain set of behaviors and routines in an
attempt to avoid police, even when they are not engaging in illegal
activity. This is because the consequences of not conforming to the
code of interaction can mean unwanted and unwarranted violent

contact with police. Racialized law enforcement codes of interaction and surveillance of racialized minority communities convey what Professors Joe Soss and Velsa Weaver describe as lessons on who deserves fairness and justice. Such lessons are often taught through fines, arrests, and criminal records which prohibit racialized minority communities from escaping poverty and frequently result in having rights stripped away by the state. In essence, law enforcement actions ascribe racial meaning, conveying the false notion that racial communities are criminal, need to be punished, and are undeserving of equality.

Scholars have also pointed out law enforcement’s racializing impact in immigration law and in prisons. Law professors Jennifer Chacón and Susan Bibler Coutin and sociologist Tanya Golash-Boza show how immigration courts and immigration law enforcement agents have historically and contemporarily racialized immigrants both by codifying their exclusion from whiteness and by profiling on the basis of racist stereotypes. Arrests and subsequent deportations prove extremely important in legitimizing racial categories and citizenry. Law professor Monica Bell points out that “border patrol”—Bell’s term for the practice of excluding non-white people from “white spaces”—is specifically a state-organized racialization project. Within jails, Walker highlights the active role that prison law enforcement officials play in racialization projects that reinforce segregation of inmates based on race. The importance of enforcing racial boundaries is so great that corrections officers rely on them to conduct their job successfully. Walker notes that corrections officers facilitate communication and discipline through leaders picked by race. These leaders handle the affairs of their racialized group with the blessing of officers and act as mediators between fellow inmates and officers. This arrangement reduces the workload for officers and shifts labor

21. Id.
25. Bell, supra note 10, at 697–701.
26. See Walker, supra note 1.
27. See id. at 1067–69, 1074.
28. Id.
29. Id.
responsibilities onto inmates. Instead of resolving disputes, deputies may simply refer an inmate to their race leader.

Scholarship on the racialization of law enforcement itself remains far less developed. This is because there have likely been relatively few times where the specific position of law enforcement officer has been racialized. I add to the race, law, and policing literature by departing from the focus on law enforcement’s racializing of other groups and instead focusing on its self-racialization. Doing so reveals how racial recognition projects extend not only to whiteness, but also in this case to “blueness” as a way to uphold white supremacist structures of policing. This Article highlights the need to study law enforcement actions not just as militarized forces in communities of color, but as actors engaged in lobbying efforts utilizing racial projects and processes. To fully grasp law enforcement’s engagement with racialization, we must also consider how it uses racialization to advance its own legal interests.

II. BLUE RACING

Blue racing can be best understood as the process that blue lives matter bill proponents undertook to racialize the employment position of police officers. The first part of the process entailed the creation of the blue lives matter movement itself. The second part entailed creating the racial framing that would rationalize depicting law enforcement as a racialized blue identity. This ordering does not suggest that one process came before the other. Rather, it delineates two separate parts of the process. In reality, the racialized blue framing and the creation of the blue lives matter movement happened in tandem with each other. In contrast, the third part of the process came well after the creation of the blue lives matter movement and its racialized framing. This third component entailed legislating the racialized frame, including introducing and successfully passing blue lives matter bills.

A. Creating the Blue Lives Matter Movement

Blue lives matter was founded in December 2014 by three members of law enforcement, Joseph Imperatrice, Christopher Brinkley, and Carlos Delgado, in response to the killing of Rafael Ramos and Wenjian...
The movement was premised on a perception of increased threat to police and of public misunderstanding of what it takes to be a law enforcement officer. According to blue lives matter’s largest Facebook page (with over two million amassed followers), the movement’s genesis is also tied to Michael Brown’s death, which they refer to as the “incident in Ferguson.” This, of course, makes sense as Michael Brown’s death propelled Black Lives Matter and nationwide protests of police brutality into the nationwide spotlight.

While Black Lives Matter may not have eradicated police brutality, the movement organized nationwide protests and garnered massive attention from news media. Blue lives matter interpreted the nationwide attention and protests placing scrutiny on law enforcement not as a moment for rethinking policing but as threats and misinformation about law enforcement. As Black Lives Matter blossomed on the national stage, blue lives matter emerged as a countermovement seeking to discredit Black Lives Matter’s calls to end racist and violent police practices.


37. See BLUE LIVES MATTER, supra note 33; Berg, supra note 32.
B. The Blue Frame: Co-opting Black Lives Matter

The creation of the “blue” frame proved essential to the eventual codification of police officers as a protected group under hate crime statutes. Scholar David Snow defines “frames” as interpretive lenses that help individuals categorize and perceive experiences within their life and space in the world.\(^{38}\) Frames “render events or occurrences meaningful and thereby function to organize experience and guide action.”\(^{39}\) Opposing groups, such as a social movement and its countermovement, can utilize the same frame yet deploy different ideologies.\(^{40}\)

Since its inception, Black Lives Matter has embraced a frame that emphasizes law enforcement and police in the U.S. as racist institutions which target black americans.\(^{41}\) Combining Snow and Luna’s framing concepts, we can understand the “blue” frame as a co-option of Black Lives Matter’s use of race as a powerful frame to explain oppression and violence at the hands of law enforcement.\(^{42}\) Blue lives matter did this by constructing and using “blue” as a stand in racialized identity akin to the usage of “black” for Black Lives Matter. For blue lives matter, “blue” signifies the identity of a person who is a police officer.\(^{43}\) The blue frame undermines the validity of Black Lives Matter’s claim that black citizens are victims of systemic racism and violence at the hands of the police. Through this lens, blue victims appear to be the true victims of societal oppression, not black citizens.

Though a voluntary employment choice, “police officer” amounts to a racial identity under the blue frame. The most apparent evidence is that some within the movement have adopted the term “blue racism.”\(^{44}\) Blue racism as defined by the Sergeants Benevolent Association (a New York City sergeants’ union) is a “strange form of racism” that ‘continues to engulf the country,’” whereby police officers are seen through a more


\(^{39}\) Id.

\(^{40}\) Luna, supra note 3 (illustrating that the social movement here would be Black Lives Matter and the countermovement would be blue lives matter).

\(^{41}\) See 8 Years Strong, BLACK LIVES MATTER (July 13, 2021), https://blacklivesmatter.com/six-years-strong/ [https://perma.cc/842R-EX25].

\(^{42}\) See Luna, supra note 3; Benford & Snow, supra note 38.


racist lens than individuals who are black, latine, asian, or white.\textsuperscript{45} In this way, blue racism positions officers as a racialized minority, or a subordinate status group, which transcends the officer's own race yet still encapsulates them in a new socially constructed racial category: "blue."

Whereas Black Lives Matter's race frame characterized Michael Brown's death as an unwarranted killing of an unarmed black teenager, blue lives matter's blue frame posited the same event as a necessary action undertaken by officer Darren Wilson to protect himself.\textsuperscript{46} Further, blue lives matter's blue frame characterizes Black Lives Matter as agitators and liars who disseminate distortions about Darren Wilson and all other officers, rather than as protestors and activists who advocate for police reform and the end of racialized police violence.\textsuperscript{47}

For blue lives matter, Black Lives Matter and other protestors fail to consider personal accountability and instead seek to blame the government and police.\textsuperscript{48} These claims are intended to minimize and obfuscate the problem of racist policing while simultaneously attempting to undermine concerns about police reform raised directly by Black Lives Matter.

In the wake of Black Lives Matter calling for reform, blues lives matter supporters have called such demands unwarranted as part of a general war on cops.\textsuperscript{49} Specifically, accusations of institutional racism and misconduct are said to make policing unsafe for officers.\textsuperscript{50} Blue lives matter's national spokesman explicitly articulated this position:

"But when the entire profession gets painted with a broad brush of accusations of institutionalized racism, brutality, and widespread misconduct, it destroys the morale and causes much added physical, emotional, and psychological danger to an already dangerous profession."

\textsuperscript{45} See Feuer, supra note 44.
\textsuperscript{46} See Christopher Berg, About Blue Lives Matter, POLICE TRIB. (June 6, 2018), https://policetribune.com/?s=about+blue+lives+matter [https://perma.cc/6URD-3WK6].
\textsuperscript{47} Id.
\textsuperscript{48} Id.
\textsuperscript{50} See sources cited supra note 49.
\textsuperscript{51} See Berg, supra note 46.
Another application of this blue frame can be seen in the movement’s name. The movement replaced black with blue to signal solidarity with police, who were targets of critique from Black Lives Matter. The move to replace black with blue isn’t trivial. The black in Black Lives Matter was intentionally selected by its founders to call attention to the plight faced specifically by black americans at the hands of police. The importance and intentionality of the black-raced identity can be found in Black Lives Matter’s founding narrative:

#BlackLivesMatter was founded in 2013 in response to the acquittal of Trayvon Martin’s murderer. Black Lives Matter Global Network Foundation, Inc. is a global organization in the US, UK, and Canada, whose mission is to eradicate white supremacy and build local power to intervene in violence inflicted on Black communities by the state and vigilantes. By combating and countering acts of violence, creating space for Black imagination and innovation, and centering Black joy, we are winning immediate improvements in our lives.

In this way, the “black” in Black Lives Matter is inextricably tied to and anchored in a racial framework. This renders any co-optation of this framing as inseparable from a racialized framework.

I posit that adopting this racial framing allowed blue lives matter and its proponents to recognize both their movement and blue lives matter bills through a familiar lens, not that movement leaders actually believed blue was a racial identity. Using blue as a racial frame, then, can be best understood as a disposable tool by the movement. Unlike other groups that have moved to create a consolidated racial category, such as hispanic or asian, by advocating for inclusion on the census or mobilizing political campaigns for recognition, blue lives matter has shown little interest in legitimating racial “blue” as a racial identity outside of its attempts to discredit any claims made by Black Lives Matter.

Through this oppositional race frame, legislatures birthed bills incorporating officers into hate crime statutes. By co-opting Black Lives Matter’s racial framing, blue lives matter posits officers, or the “blue”

52. See 8 Years Strong, supra note 41; Jelani Cobb, The Matter of Black Lives, NEW YORKER (Mar. 6, 2016), https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2016/03/14/where-is-black-lives-matter-headed [https://perma.cc/K3VW-4Q7N].
identity, as oppressed victims of targeted discrimination, prejudice, and violence in need of protection.

III. LEGISLATING THE BLUE-ING OF HATE CRIMES

A. Understanding Hate Crime Statutes

The primary purpose of hate crime statutes in the United States is to prevent bias-motivated crimes against designated groups.55 The first modern hate crime statute was introduced as part of the Civil Rights Act of 1968.56 Statutes prohibiting bias-motivated crimes or actions existed beforehand, but none are akin to the modern hate crime statutes in place today.57 The 1968 statute was specifically designed to enable the federal government to combat racially-motivated crimes that inhibited the exercise of civil rights by other U.S. citizens.58 In particular, the law focused on those crimes perpetrated against racialized minorities. Race was a key category that Congress wanted to protect.59 But in thinking about race, the U.S. Senate envisioned not only black americans, but also white americans who were victimized by bias-motivated crimes as a result of aiding black americans in the Civil Rights Era.60 While Congress did not envision limiting statutory protections to black americans, it is clear that the impetus to create the 1968 statute was to curb violent attacks that targeted black americans.61

To bring a claim under the 1968 statute, the victim must show that the offender chose the victim because of their membership in one of the protected classes under the statute and because of the victim’s engagement in a protected activity.62 The 1968 statute classifies victims as all individuals targeted based on “race, color, religion, or national origin.”63 “Victims” is defined broadly, such that no one racial or religious group is excluded.64 “Federally protected activities” under the statute include enjoying any benefit or service administered by any state, participating in jury duty, attending public school or college,

58. Id. at 1878.
59. Id.
60. See id.
61. Id.
62. Id. at 1878; § 245(b)(2).
63. § 245(b)(2).
64. Simmons, supra note 57, at 1878; § 245(b)(2).
applying for or enjoying employment, traveling, and engaging in commerce.\textsuperscript{65}

The act itself has glaring flaws. While it protected categories like race and religion, it did not protect categories like gender, disability, or sexual orientation.\textsuperscript{66} This meant that if an individual targeted a woman or someone based on their sexual orientation, their conduct would not constitute a hate crime motivated by bias under the statute.\textsuperscript{67} Likewise, only activities listed under the statute were protected. If someone targeted a black individual because they were black and committed a crime against them that was not listed in the statute, it would not qualify as a hate crime. This has led critics of the statute, like former Attorney General of the United States Eric Holder, to comment that the jurisdictional requirements are too onerous for prosecution.\textsuperscript{68} In light of the many unprotected groups who are likely to be victims of hate crimes, and the many ways in which one can carry out a bias-motivated attack without being in violation of the law, the law seemed to fall short of actually capturing and preventing bias-motivated attacks.

The next federal action addressing hate crime statutes was the Hate Crime Statistics Act of 1990,\textsuperscript{69} which primarily served to collect statistics related to hate crimes.\textsuperscript{70} Just four years later, Congress passed the Hate Crimes Sentencing Enhancement Act, providing for increased punishment of hate crimes when “the defendant intentionally selects a victim ... because of the actual or perceived race, color, religion, national origin, ethnicity, gender, disability, or sexual orientation of any person.”\textsuperscript{71} While this act added increased penalties for hate crimes, it still didn’t solve the onerous jurisdictional requirements, nor did it expand the protected categories from the underlying 1968 statute.\textsuperscript{72} Therefore, the statistics and enhancements still fell short of capturing bias-motivated attacks.

The most recent enactment of hate crime legislation on the federal level came in 2009 with the Shepard and Byrd Hate Crime Prevention

\textsuperscript{65} § 245(b)(2).

\textsuperscript{66} See id.

\textsuperscript{67} See Hate Crime Laws, supra note 55 (noting that gender and sexuality were not protected under Hate Crime statutes until the Shepard and Byrd Hate Crimes Act).

\textsuperscript{68} Simmons, supra note 57, at 1879; see also Sara Sun Beale, Federalizing Hate Crimes: Symbolic Politics, Expressive Law, or Tool for Criminal Enforcement?, 80 B.U. L. REV. 1227, 1238–42 (2000).

\textsuperscript{69} 28 U.S.C. § 534.

\textsuperscript{70} Simmons, supra note 57, at 1880.


\textsuperscript{72} See Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act § 280003; Simmons, supra note 57, at 1881 (“[I]f a victim was attacked because of her sexual orientation, gender, or disability, § 245 did not apply, and there was no penalty enhancement available for a defendant who chose her victim based on sexual orientation or gender identity.”).
This act sought to remedy the shortcomings of the 1968 statute by expanding the category of protected groups to include gender, disability, and sexual orientation. Furthermore, it removes the onerous requirement that individuals themselves must have been engaging in a particular type of activity to get protection under the act. The act does not, however, allow the federal government to simply exercise unfettered jurisdiction. Instead, the Shepard and Byrd Hate Crime Prevention Act allows the federal government to exercise jurisdiction only when (1) a hate crime has occurred in a state without a hate crime statute, (2) a state asks for federal intervention, (3) a federal interest is still present after a state prosecution, or (4) federal prosecution is in the public interest and necessary to secure substantial justice.

In short, the hate crime legislative landscape is complicated. While initially birthed to protect black americans, and to some degree white americans who fought for black americans’ civil rights, the 1968 statute’s shortcomings outweighed its utility. By failing to protect gender, disability, or sexual orientation, the act left out many victims of bias-motivated crimes from protection at the federal level, particularly given the statute’s already-onerous jurisdictional requirements for prosecution. While much has changed, and hate crime categories have expanded to become more inclusive, hate crime legislation has not protected vulnerable groups comprehensively at the federal level.

States can include or exclude whichever categories they see fit, and determine whatever jurisdictional requirements must be satisfied for hate crimes within their jurisdiction. Moreover, a state may simply choose not to have a hate crime statute. This is, however, a minority approach, as forty-seven states have hate crime statutes independent of the federal government.

Independence from the federal government gives states broad latitude in choosing whom to include and exclude from their own hate crime statutes. As a result, who is protected or excluded is completely up to the state legislature’s discretion. For example, of the forty-seven states that have hate crime statutes, all include race and religion as a

---

73. 18 U.S.C. § 249.
74. Simmons, supra note 57, at 1882.
75. Id.
76. Beale, supra note 68, at 1230–32.
77. Id.
protected category, while only thirty-one include sexual orientation, and twenty-two include gender as protected categories.79

B. Approaching Hate Crimes

State legislatures’ decisions on whom to include and exclude from hate crime statutes have garnered broad attention and critique from scholars. These critiques have typically centered around the federal government’s potential violation of federalism principles, the utility or usefulness of new hate crime legislation, or the appropriateness of the restriction or expansion of state hate crime statutes.80 Less has been written, however, about the inclusion of law enforcement officers in hate crime statutes. Scholarship in this area has either focused on one particular state in its analysis, such as Louisiana, or has focused on police inclusion at a theoretical level, noting why it is inappropriately broad to include law enforcement officers in hate crime statutes.81 Very little scholarship in this area has considered the implications or the possibility of an occupation utilizing racialization. This Article moves away from focusing solely on whether a hate crime statute was appropriately used or misused, to an approach that analyzes the context in which particular statutes were passed along with the substantive laws themselves.

I do this for multiple reasons. The first is because the misusage and appropriateness frameworks presume that particular laws are not acting in accordance with a particular design.82 As Paul Butler suggests, laws and policies that were ostensibly intended to protect minorities have oftentimes worked to protect and serve interests counter to their imagined purposes.83 The second reason is that an approach that


80 See Simmons, supra note 57, at 1892 (arguing that there needs to be more federal-state collaboration in the prosecution of hate crimes); Beale, supra note 68, at 1269 ( critiquing unconstrained federal exercise of hate crime authority); James Jacobs & Kimberly Potter, Hate Crimes: A Critical Perspective, 22 CRIME & JUST. 1, 19–40 (1997) (arguing that both federal and state legal mechanisms are inadequate to address actual prejudice-motivated crime).


82 Here, when referring to misuse or appropriateness frameworks, I am talking about understandings that presume laws that result in inequality are somehow being misused or used inappropriately. These understandings presume that the law is incompatible with inequality and that decisionmakers’ motives do not intend to create unequal outcomes.

analyzes context and substance helps illuminate how hate crime statutes protect those whom governments deem as worthy of protections rather than those who are actually at risk.

C. The Blue-ing of Hate Crime Statutes

Since 2016, five states have enacted laws that provide hate crime protection to law enforcement officers: Louisiana, Utah, Mississippi, Texas, and Kentucky.84 The first to enact such legislation was Louisiana.85 In Louisiana, “blue lives matter” legislation altered the state’s hate crime statute to include a broad characterization of law enforcement.86 Louisiana’s statute is a sentencing enhancement hate crime statute.87 The addition of law enforcement here as a protected category increases the penalty for crimes committed against a law enforcement officer whereby the offender targeted law enforcement and committed an enumerated felony or misdemeanor.88

Under the statute, the law enforcement category includes individuals who are targeted because of their actual or perceived status as a member of law enforcement.89 This means that an individual need not necessarily be a law enforcement official, but the offender just needs to perceive them to be a law enforcement official. The law enforcement category therefore nets a wide range of individuals, even those who may not actually be law enforcement officials.

84. LA. STAT. ANN. § 14:107.2 (2016); UT. CODE ANN. § 76-3-203.14 (West 2019); MISS. CODE ANN. § 99-19-305 (2018); TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. ANN. art. 42.014 (West 2017); KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 532.031 (West 2017).
85. § 14:107.2; Walker, supra note 81, at 1415.
86. § 14:107.2. Under section E(3),

Law enforcement officer means any active or retired city, parish, or state law enforcement officer, peace officer, sheriff, deputy sheriff, probation or parole officer, marshal, deputy, wildlife enforcement agent, state correctional officer, or commissioned agent of the Department of Public Safety and Corrections, as well as any federal law enforcement officer or employee, whose permanent duties include making arrests, performing search and seizures, execution of criminal arrest warrants, execution of civil seizure warrants, any civil functions performed by sheriffs or deputy sheriffs, enforcement of penal or traffic laws, or the care, custody, control, or supervision of inmates.

Id. This definition covers both active and retired officers, the latter of which may not be partaking in police duties. Additionally, the repetitive usage of the word “any” casts a wide net of inclusion per the rest of the statute’s designation.
87. MICHAEL SHIVELY, NAT’L INST. OF JUST., STUDY OF LITERATURE AND LEGISLATION ON HATE CRIME IN AMERICA 1, 26–27 (2005).
88. Id.
89. § 14:107.2(A).
The statutes in Texas, Utah, and Mississippi mirror the framework in Louisiana.90 They add law enforcement as a protected category while providing sentence enhancement as a penalty for specified crimes against law enforcement.91 Utah and Mississippi also adopted the same broad definition of law enforcement, encompassing both actual and perceived status as a law enforcement official.92 Furthermore, the Utah and Mississippi statutes provide sentencing enhancements regardless of whether actual or perceived law enforcement officials are targeted because of their actual or perceived status when an enumerated felony or misdemeanor crime is committed.93

While inspired by Louisiana, Kentucky's enactment varies slightly. Kentucky's framework allows judges to assess and weigh evidence presented at trial.94 If by a preponderance of evidence the judge determines that a hate crime was the primary motivation for the commission of an enumerated offense, then the judge enters the finding into the record.95 Once in the record, a sentencing judge can use this finding "as the sole factor for denial of probation, shock probation, conditional discharge, or other form of non-imposition of a sentence of incarceration."96 Additionally, a parole board can use such a finding to deny or delay probation.97

Among states, there is slight variation with regard to what offenses qualify as a hate crime offense. For example, in Mississippi and Utah, the statute applies to any felony or misdemeanor.98 In Louisiana and Kentucky, though, only specified offenses fall under the statute.99 This means that in Mississippi and Utah, the hate crime statute can apply for any offense, whereas in Louisiana and Kentucky the statute applies only to enumerated offenses.100

The blue frame became highly influential to legislators and proponents of bills where law enforcement officers were ultimately included in state hate crime statutory schemes. Legislators and proponents applied this frame when specifically appealing to the racialized “blue” identity. Louisiana state representative Lance Harris's

---

91. § 76-3-203.14; § 99-19-305.
92. § 76-3-203.14; § 99-19-305.
93. § 76-3-203.14; § 99-19-305.
95. Id.
96. Id. at § 532.031(3).
97. Id. at § 532.031(4).
98. § 76-3-203.14; § 99-19-305.
comments to the media after his blue lives matter bill passed best illustrates the blue frame:

“In the news, you see a lot of people terrorizing and threatening police officers on social media just due to the fact that they are policemen. Now, this (new law) protects police and first-responders under the hate-crime law,” Harris said, adding that he considers legislative action necessary because the crime is “done strictly out of hate for the officer and his uniform.”

Speaking further, Harris stated that “[t]here is a concerted effort in some areas to terrorize and attack police and I think this will go forward and stop that.”

Randy Sutton, a spokesman for blues lives matter, echoed this sentiment. Sutton stated that blue lives matter laws are necessary because police officers are akin to a minority group in need of protection. During an NPR interview, Chuck Canterbury, then president of the Fraternal Order of Police, invoked the “blue” race frame when stating that the primary reason for the push to include officers in hate crime laws is that officers are “ambushed merely for the color of their uniform.” Notedly, Canterbury wrote the first memo imploring legislatures to incorporate law enforcement into hate crime statutes. Speaking elsewhere, Canterbury stated:

Well for instance, in the Dallas case, it’s obvious that it fits within the umbrella because the individual has made statements to police that he wanted to kill white policemen. Therefore, it’s race-based—and that’s why we’ve asked for a change in the federal hate crime law. This case is specially... to include law enforcement.

106. All Things Considered, supra note 104.
When Canterbury refers to race, he invokes the imagined racial category of “blue.” It is not the white officers’ actual status as white individuals that he refers to but to their status as “blue” officers. This is the case because federal legislation already would have protected an officer’s white racial identity.107 Thus, there would be no need for new legislation.

In this way, actions against officers are attacks against raced blue lives, not just individuals in police uniforms. The movement and its advocacy for these laws equate crimes against officers with crimes against black individuals while simultaneously denying the legitimacy of crimes against black individuals, especially those perpetrated by police.

Proponents and legislatures also apply the blue framing of law enforcement officers as oppressed, targeted victims. Legislators Phillip Moran and Sean Tindell used this narrative to justify their introduction of blue lives matter legislation:

“We want to send a message to everyone in America and the whole world that if you come to Mississippi and you intentionally assault, you try and kill or you unfortunately kill an officer, you will receive the maximum penalty that we can possibly issue to you.”108

The Governor of Texas, Greg Abbot, relied on this frame in characterizing the need to extend hate crime protections to law enforcement in the state of Texas:

“At a time when law enforcement officers increasingly come under assault simply because of the job they hold, Texas must send a resolute message that the State will stand by the men and women who serve and protect our communities.”109

In his State of the State address, the Governor of Mississippi made clear his support for blue lives matter and the notion of the oppressed, victimized officer:

107. See 18 U.S.C. § 249(a)(1). An officer’s white racial identity would have been protected under the statute as race is a statutorily-protected category. Therefore, if someone targeted an officer based on their white racial identity, it would have a statutory home.


The first and most important responsibility of any governor is public safety, and across our nation, law enforcement is under attack. Here in Mississippi, most of our citizens continue to support and respect the men and women who wear the badge and protect and serve. I appreciate the legislation you [lawmakers] have introduced to protect law enforcement and show the nation that here in Mississippi, blue lives matter.110

Legislatures and proponents alike relied specifically on blue lives matter’s blue frame, unmistakably evidenced by the way that the frame next manifested itself. With the exception of Utah, the bills were either named blue lives matter bills or blue lives matter was invoked in reference to legislation by legislators and proponents.111 In Mississippi, Kentucky, and Louisiana, the bills were expressly named or referred to as blue lives matter bills.112 In Texas, blue lives matter was invoked in the introduction of the act that would ultimately lead to the expansion of the hate crime law to include law enforcement.113

Perhaps most important, labeling the bills blue lives matter bills anchored them within the blue frame even when legislatures attempted to distance themselves from what they perceived to be the explicit invocation of race or racial politics. Kevin Bratcher, the sponsor of the Kentucky’s blue lives matter bill, attempted this distancing when challenged by members of Black Lives Matter, who opposed the bill: “This certainly has nothing to do with race, this is simply telling people don’t attack our first responders for being first on a scene.”114

Legislatures themselves need not explicitly use race to reflect back to the blue frame. Merely labeling or referring to the bills as blue lives matter bills engages with and endorses blue lives matters racial framing that subverts and replaces black with blue. Invoking blue lives matter in


112. Gate, supra note 111; Barton, supra note 111; Hilburn, supra note 111.

113. See supra note 111.

a title or in reference to the bill necessarily engages with the racialized blue frame, as blue itself is a direct creation of the racialized frame.

IV. ASSESSING THE “BLUE” CLAIM

Distilling the quotes from proponents and legislators mentioned thus far, the main purpose of including officers in hate crime statutes can be boiled down to this rationale: Ensuring officer safety and protecting officers from alleged increased violence directed at the racialized officer. This begs the question: Are the claims emanating from proponents of this racialized blue lives matter project warranted? If they are, we should expect there to be evidence that it is unsafe to be an officer and that officers face increased deadly violence when compared to other occupations. My research and analysis find that such evidence is overstated.

A. Methodology

To assess the blue lives matter bills proponents’ racialization project, I analyzed data from the FBI Law Enforcement Officers Killed and Assaulted (LEOKA) database, which tracks deaths and assaults of on-line duty officers. I also analyzed data from the FBI’s Uniform Crime Report (UCR). I utilized national hate crime data collected by the FBI to approximate the prevalence of hate crimes. With regard to hate crimes, I limited the data to focus specifically on victimization among black americans, as blue lives matter bills were launched in response to black americans’ calls for police reform. I additionally used the UCR to extract law enforcement employment statistics, as well as national homicide statistics covering the period from 2010–2019 for purposes of longitudinal comparative analysis. The last source of data I used comes from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, which collects data on fatal occupational injury rates per occupation.

With this data, I constructed three proxy measures. The first is the fatal occupational injury rate, as reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. This rate is equal to the total number of fatal injuries for a given occupation and divided by the total number of hours worked by

all employees during the calendar year. Using these rates, the relative risk of fatal injury on the job for any occupation can be used for comparative analysis. The second measure I used is the murder rate for black americans and for law enforcement officers. To compute these rates, I divided the number of homicides among a particular group by the group population size and then multiplied by 100,000. The third measure I used is the hate crime victimization rate for black americans and law enforcement officers. To compute the hate crime victimization rates, I divided the number of hate crime victims in a particular group by the total population at risk in this group and then multiplied by 100,000.

1. Dangerousness Amongst Occupations

The fatal injury rates indicate that law enforcement is not among the most dangerous professions in the U.S., despite the rationale given for blue lives matter laws. Between the period of 2010 to 2019, law enforcement consistently ranked outside of the ten most dangerous professions for a given year. During this same period, logging and farming occupations have proven considerably more dangerous than law enforcement. In fact, since 2010, the fatal injury rate for law enforcement officials has steadily declined, indicating that it has become safer to be a law enforcement officer in the past decade. Moreover, in just the three years leading up to the enactment of the first blue lives matter bill in 2016, the fatal injury rate for law enforcement had been lower than in previous years, which is inconsistent with claims by state legislatures and proponents that officer safety was under threat during this period.

Although occupational injury rates give us some insight as to the safety of different professions, it does not provide a complete picture. While loggers or farmers may have a higher fatal injury rate than officers, it seems fair to presume that law enforcement perhaps still

119. Id. (under the “Fatal Injury Rates” heading, select the spreadsheets labeled “Hours-based fatal injury rates by industry, occupation, and selected demographic characteristics” for years 2018 and 2019); Census of Fatal Occupational Injuries (CFOI) – Archived Data, U.S. BUREAU OF LAB. STAT., https://www.bls.gov/iif/oshcfoiaric.html#RATES [https://perma.cc/D7WZ-4M9S] (expand the “Fatal Injury Rates” tab and select the spreadsheets labeled “Hours-based fatal injury rates by industry, occupation, and selected demographic characteristics” for years 2010–2017).
120. Id.
121. Id.
may encounter more danger in their day-to-day interactions. Additionally, it would seem that the nature of these dangers is also different. For example, the dangers that loggers and farmers encounter likely come from equipment and machinery accidents. When state legislatures and blue lives matter activists emphasize threats to the safety of officers, they likely have in mind bias-motivated, targeted crimes such as homicide, which seems an unlikely occupational risk in most other professions, even if they are otherwise dangerous.123

2. Likelihood of Being Murdered

The next inquiry I made into law enforcement safety was to determine the relative risk of being murdered. As noted above, key to blue lives matter messaging was the idea that it is far more dangerous to be a law enforcement officer than it is to be a black american.124 One way to test this claim is to determine the relative risk to each group of becoming the victim of homicide. Figures 1 and 2 display the relative risk of homicide for law enforcement and black americans in the population. These figures show a starkly different story from the large increase in murders of officers claimed by blue lives matter spokesman Randy Sutton.125 In 2015, law enforcement recorded the safest year on record for the occupation.126

The data complicate the notion, at least as it pertains to homicide, that being an officer is more dangerous than merely being black in america. Across all years considered here, the homicide rate for black americans far outpaces the homicide rate for law enforcement officers. It is remarkable that, despite having no professional responsibility to be proximate to violence, black americans as a whole suffer a higher risk of being the victim of a homicide than police. In essence, it is safer in the United States to be a law enforcement officer than it is to be a black american.

123. See supra notes 101, 105, 109.
124. See sources cited supra note 49.
Figure 1. Comparing officer homicide victim rates (see infra Table 1) with black homicide victim rates (see infra Table 2)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Victimization Count</th>
<th>Officer Population</th>
<th>Rate (Per 100,000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>705,009</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>698,460</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>670,439</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>626,942</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>627,949</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>635,781</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>652,936</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>670,279</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>686,665</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>697,195</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


TABLE 2. TOTAL BLACK HOMICIDE VICTIMIZATION RATE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Victimization Count</th>
<th>black Population</th>
<th>Rate (Per 100,000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>6,470</td>
<td>43,347,645</td>
<td>14.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>6,329</td>
<td>43,898,857</td>
<td>14.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>6,454</td>
<td>44,464,891</td>
<td>14.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>6,261</td>
<td>45,017,720</td>
<td>13.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>6,095</td>
<td>45,586,479</td>
<td>13.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>7,039</td>
<td>46,162,127</td>
<td>15.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>7,881</td>
<td>46,733,758</td>
<td>16.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>7,851</td>
<td>47,268,586</td>
<td>16.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>7,407</td>
<td>47,754,210</td>
<td>15.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>7,484</td>
<td>48,221,139</td>
<td>15.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Are Officers Targeted for Being Officers?

The traditional purpose of hate crime statutes has been to prevent and penalize crime that singles out and targets individuals based on their membership in a particular subgroup of the population such as

---


race, religion, sexuality, and so on. A key justification for the move to include law enforcement within hate crime statutes was that officers were increasingly targeted based on their membership in law enforcement, much like how a black person might be targeted because they are part of a subordinate racial group.

Based on this claim, we might expect that the inclusion of law enforcement officers in hate crime statutes would yield similar, or perhaps even higher, rates of offenses against this group when compared with already-protected categories.

Table 3 shows the risk of hate crime victimization for black individuals between 2010–2019. Table 4 shows the risk of victimization for all raced individuals over the same time period. Because law enforcement was included in hate crimes statutes beginning in 2016, the only applicable period for comparison is 2016–2019. Table 5 shows the hate crime victimization rates among law enforcement for the period 2016–2019 in the states where such statutes were enacted.

Figure 2. Comparison of Hate Crime Victimization Rates for Black Individuals (See Infra Table 3), All Racialized Individuals (See Infra Table 4), and Officers (See Infra Table 5)

---

149. See Simmons, supra note 57.
### Table 3. Black Hate Crime Victimization Rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Victimization Count</th>
<th>Total Population</th>
<th>Rate (Per 100,000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2,765</td>
<td>43,347,645</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2,619</td>
<td>43,898,857</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2,295</td>
<td>44,464,891</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2,371</td>
<td>45,017,720</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>2,022</td>
<td>45,586,479</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>2,201</td>
<td>46,162,127</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>2,220</td>
<td>46,733,758</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>2,458</td>
<td>47,268,586</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>2,426</td>
<td>47,754,210</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>2,391</td>
<td>48,221,139</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

150. See supra Section IV.A (discussing methodology for compilation of UCR data).
TABLE 4. TOTAL RACIAL HATE CRIME VICTIMIZATION RATE\textsuperscript{162}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Racial Hate Crime Victimization Count\textsuperscript{163}</th>
<th>Total Population\textsuperscript{164}</th>
<th>Victimization Rate (Per 100,000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>3,949</td>
<td>309,321,666</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>3,645</td>
<td>311,556,874</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>3,467</td>
<td>313,830,990</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>3,563</td>
<td>315,993,715</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>3,227</td>
<td>318,301,008</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>4,216</td>
<td>320,635,163</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>4,426</td>
<td>322,941,311</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>5,060</td>
<td>324,985,539</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>5,155</td>
<td>326,687,501</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>4,930</td>
<td>328,239,523</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 5. OFFICER HATE CRIME VICTIMIZATION RATE\textsuperscript{165}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Officer Hate Crime Victimization Count\textsuperscript{166}</th>
<th>Total Officer Population\textsuperscript{167}</th>
<th>Victimization Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>652,936</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>670,279</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>686,665</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>697,195</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As of yet, there have been no prosecutions or recordings of hate crimes committed against law enforcement since the passage of blue lives matter laws or since law enforcement has been protected under hate crime statutes. Thus, to claim the laws are about safety or protection puts law enforcement and blue lives matter proponents in a precarious position. Not enforcing the law indicates two potential explanations: First, there are no hate crimes committed against officers, in which case, one would have to question the purpose of

\textsuperscript{162} See supra Section IV.A (discussing methodology for compilation of UCR data).
\textsuperscript{163} See sources cited supra notes 152–61.
\textsuperscript{165} See supra Section IV.A (discussing methodology for compilation of UCR data).
\textsuperscript{166} Victimization counts correspond to zero because no reported incidents have occurred. This data is not even included in the current UCR reports.
\textsuperscript{167} See sources cited supra notes 134–37.
including law enforcement in such laws in the first place. Second, including law enforcement under hate crime statutes doesn’t appear to recognize any tangible threat to the extent that alleged offenders are committing hate crimes against officers. The most defensible conclusion is that lawmakers incorporated law enforcement officers under hate crime statutes not because officers were frequently targets of bias-motivated crimes, as were other protected categories, but as a symbolic change meant to show political support to officers and the blue lives matter movement, while at the same time indicating opposition to Black Lives Matter.

B. Discussion

Hate crime statutes have come a long way from being constructed primarily to protect black americans from the intense violence they faced from law enforcement and hostile parties during the Civil Rights Era. Today, at least in five states, law enforcement officers are now included in the same statutes that were meant to protect against law enforcement’s abuse of power. As shown above, these laws are rooted in false racialized narratives about officer safety. In fact, these data reflect that perhaps more resources and effort need to be put into protecting the lives of black americans. With so much of blue lives matter’s own messaging about Black Lives Matter focused on denying the importance of race, it is peculiar that blue lives matter itself relies very heavily on a racial logic in its attempt to construct officers as a status group in need of protection. The co-optation of oppressed racialized status by law enforcement indicates that non-racialized groups are willing to adopt racialized identities to both deflect and garner legal and political support.

Though I have argued that there are insufficient data to support the conclusion that officers have faced increased danger, I acknowledge that alternative explanations might explain the void of data. It could very well be the case that such offenses that would fall under the jurisdiction of hate crimes are being prosecuted under one of many overlapping laws, or that prosecutors are confused about which law to bring charges under. Alternatively, if it is the case that offenses are being prosecuted under preexisting law, it would then support the conclusion that protecting law enforcement under hate crime laws serves no substantive purpose.

I posit that these laws should be viewed as attempting to punish Black Lives Matter, protestors of law enforcement, and for that matter, anyone who interacts with police. As a result of this codification, actions taken during protests against police brutality now carry with
them harsher penalties which can be exercised legally whenever the state deems fit. For example, in Louisiana, disturbing the peace is a misdemeanor and is within the scope of the state’s hate crime statute.168 Examples of disturbing the peace including blocking access to public buildings, engaging in tumultuous activity by any three persons, appearing (not actually being) intoxicated, holding an unlawful assembly, and using offensive, derisive, or annoying words directed at someone in public.169 It is not difficult to imagine how popular protest actions such as die-ins or spirited chants directed at law enforcement could fall within the scope of misdemeanors. Furthermore, charges of unlawful assemblies are already a tactic used by law enforcement to disperse protests.170 Showing up to a protest against police brutality in Louisiana that gets declared an unlawful assembly essentially assures that one is committing a hate crime under the state’s statute.

It is alarming that powerful state actors can harness narratives of the oppressed and effectuate change that serves to give more power to police. This will only further stifle actual victims of inequity at the hands of law enforcement. Though dormant now, there should not be comfort knowing that the laws have not been used. It should be unsettling that speaking out and taking action during protests against police brutality now carry harsher penalties, which can be exercised legally whenever the state deems fit. Legislation that was birthed in a context that meant to protect black americans from violence, some of which they faced at the hands of police during the Civil Rights movement, has evolved to provide the very same protections to police. As this Article shows, the move to include law enforcement in hate crime statutes was not about a need to protect law enforcement but rather was a response to increased calls for the end of racist policing practices. As such, there is no need for law enforcement to be protected under hate crime statues, and they should be removed from hate crime statues as protected victims.

I find most persuasive the idea that blue lives matter laws were never about officer safety and were always intended to be gestures of support for law enforcement. These laws represent legislatures’ agreement that officers are indeed under attack, and black lives are not, despite data to the contrary. The codification of these laws is not simply just about the passage of a law—it is a move that ideologically aligns legal mechanisms with particularized discourses that privilege law enforcement to the detriment of racialized minorities who seek to hold

169. Id. at § 14:103A(2) – (4).
law enforcement accountable. Moreover, these laws show that it did not matter whether law enforcement was actually under attack or if laws could protect them; rather, what mattered more to legislatures was signaling their support for law enforcement.

There is perhaps a silver lining for race scholars and those who mobilize movements around race. Blue lives matter’s usage of a racial frame highlights how legislators and law enforcement are not opposed to racial framings and unwilling to deal with race. Rather, the move to include law enforcement under hate crime statutes actually shows a willingness and a capacity to accept and engage with racial concepts. There was no fragility or attempt by law enforcement or legislators to distance themselves from the blue frame because of the “race card” or its focus on widespread accusations of oppression at the hands of others. This shows that the decision of when to recognize racial oppression by legislators and law enforcement is selective, contingent, and intentional. Race and racial framings in this way remain a powerful and persuasive way to spark change. Perhaps this moment teaches us that the lack of progress toward dismantling race and racism in the U.S. is not about scholars and movements focusing on race, but simply put, racism itself.

For legal scholars, and specifically hate crime scholars, the inclusion of law enforcement under hate crime statutes signals that hate crime statutes are perhaps less potent without boundaries. Specifically, hate crime laws need to be reserved to protect those most vulnerable and oppressed in society. The malleable applicability within hate crime statutes makes it possible for law enforcement to be included as a category despite not being amongst the envisioned group of individuals to be protected by initial or subsequent hate crime enactments. Wide latitude at both the state and federal level allows protected categories to expand, not based on need, but whenever legislatures deem it appropriate. For states specifically, the lack of restriction means that states are not limited or constrained to protecting only categories or groups that inspired the need for hate crime legislation, or groups that experience high incidences of targeted victimization based on a group they belong to. In essence, there is no threshold for inclusion or exclusion as a protected category that states must follow. There is a disservice done to those who face very real religious, racial, gendered, and homophobic persecution when entities like law enforcement are included in hate crime statutes despite facing relatively little, if any persecution. It is a disservice to the asians targeted based on their race throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, to the LGBTQ folx who are murdered every year based on their gender identities and sexualities, to the immigrants targeted because they are from the “wrong place,” to the Muslim americans who had their places
of worship burned down, to the many black americans who have died from white supremacist violence simply because they were black. All whom have a demonstrable need rooted in actual oppression.

Lastly, the move by blue lives matter bill proponents to racialize an occupation shows us that we need to explore nontraditional contexts where racialization might be occurring. As shown here, racialization proved a vital tool for proponents, despite most commentary surrounding such bills failing to mention race or racialization as strategy used by proponents. In the long run, the move to expand hate crime statutes to include law enforcement hurts officer and community relations. The many marginalized groups who have been demonstrably oppressed and who lack legal protections could understandably feel slighted that law enforcement, with no demonstrable oppression, is protected at a legal level above or equivalent to them. It might be even more frustrating, given the deployment of racialized narratives, that suddenly the efforts that law enforcement make to garner legal protections are embraced, but categorically dismissed when used by actually oppressed groups. It certainly could be possible to advocate for law enforcement change or call attention to problems officers face without pitting blue racing against credible calls to action for vulnerable groups. Doing so pits already constrained law enforcement actors against the very communities they are supposed to be serving. To the extent that policy makers and law enforcement officials who see policing as an integral part of society and want to promote better community relations, perhaps a better advocacy strategy to adopt is one that does not see police accountability and critique as a zero-sum to police quality.

CONCLUSION

Throughout this Article, I show that the emergence of blue lives matter bills occurred as a result of blue racing—the process of racializing law enforcement. The racialized “blue frame” arose out of a context which sought to displace and replace law enforcement critics’, specifically Black Lives Matter’s, claims of abuse and victimization. Increased scrutiny and accusations of racism from Black Lives Matter and protestors have seemingly made blue lives matter and law enforcement adopt a reactive strategy that characterizes officers as racialized victims, instead of engaging with Black Lives Matter claims in a productive way. Contrary to the blue frame, data reflect that law enforcement has not actually experienced increased violence and victimization, despite the central claims of proponents’ racialization project.
What has resulted is a statutory framework that can be wielded against protestors of police brutality at protests and has strengthened protections for law enforcement. The real-life implications of expanding hate crime statutes to include law enforcement can prove to be quite devastating. Intentional or not, the result of the move to include law enforcement under hate crime legislation has produced a regime where almost any interaction with law enforcement could be considered a hate crime. Hate crime laws are so broad that innocuous actions taken during a protest for police reform, those which Black Lives Matter is popular for, where police are present, could now be considered a hate crime.